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INTRODUCTION

• Question: 

Just imagine that if inconditionnally secure systems (computer, information security…) 

would be possible (theoretically AND practically), would it be desirable to use or 

authorize it?

• The answer is no due to

• National Security Issues (Intelligence, Defense, Police, Justice…)

• Strategic dominance, information assurance…

• Economic warfare & dominance (since 1989)
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QUELQUES FAITS ILLUSTRATIFS
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INTRODUCTION

• Before WWII

• No export control (1925 Hagelin)

• After WWI

• Strong export control (Cold war, Rises of terrorism…)

• These controls have always been in place since WWII

• Since 9/11, export controls are strengthened

• In this context, what to think of issues like DES, AES, so-called « crypto freedom »,
trapdoors, CoCom, Wassenar agreement, Echelon, bitlocker, Carnivore, DCS10000,
NarusInsight, Prism…?

• An unsustainable control over Nation States by a handful of States and multinational
companies has taken over from the necessary control and protection of each State at
the national level (the country, citizens…) by their own!

• Problem of sovereignty (classical and technological).

• Security of national companies and interests.
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PREREQUISITE
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• Without loss of generality, the case of cryptography will be taken as the
reccurent theme.

• The oldest case historycally.

• The most critical case: who controls cryptography controls everything.

• The best example for all other IT/security technologies.

• As for all IT/Security technologies, the control over cryptography goes through
its implementation and the way it is brought into play:

• Hardware

• Software

• Regulations and standards

• Commercial power.



CRYPTOGRAPHIC FACTS

• Symmetric cryptography

• Based on information theory

• Essentially combinatorial issues prevent any form of actual « provable
security »

• Asymmetric cryptography

• Based on complexity theory

• No real proof of security until now (is P = NP or not?). Just hope and faith.

• Nowadays the unability to prove an insecurity proof has become a security proof in
itself!

• RSA is secure since no (polynomial time) factoring algorithm has been ever
published!
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WHAT IS OPERATIONAL CRYPTANALYSIS?

• From an intelligence point of view, breaking an encryption system means

• Accessing the plaintext in a time shorther than the life of the information
(regarding its operational value)

• Practically speaking: a matter of hours (recall suprecompting time is
horribly expensive)

• With a reduced amount of encrypted data (a few Kb to a few Mb)

• Must be played a large number of times (a clever enemy changes the
key very often)

• These operational constraints mean that academic attacks have just…. an
academic interest!

• Mathematical research time vs exploitation time
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AIM OF THE TALK
• To present one of the unofficial versions of technology history

• To provide a different reading of cryptology history based on my operational
experience

• To explain a few of the issues of « modern cryptology »

• Wlog France and USA will be taken as example of G-20 countries

• Key point: the point of view presented here are answers to my own
questions, based on my experience and a number of documents (official, non
official, public…)

• You have to make your own opinion however!

• Questions are often more interesting than answers!
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HISTORY & LEGAL
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PREHISTORY: FROM 1945 TO 1975

• Pre-history: from 1945 to 1977 [Cold war Era]

• Strong need for control of sensitive technologies and information (including
computers, GPS, software, telecommunication equipments, electronics,
chemistry…)

• Do not give weapons to the enemy!

• Export blacklist (CoCom)

• Deep research in cryptology goes on (originated since 1883) more heavily.

• Cryptology is considered as military technology

• Strong export limitation regulations appear (see further)

• Backdoors are “hardcoded” (Crypto AG and Hans Buehler case; see further)
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THE MUTATION PHASE: FROM 1975 TO 2001
• From 1977 to 2001 [End of cold war era; rise of terrorism]

• Classical backdoors are no longer possible. Principle of the “never put all your
eggs in the same basket”.

• Wassenaar agreement (1994) to replace CoCom.

• Socrates project (and 1982 Reagan’s discourse on State Union), GATT, WTO,
Echelon...

• Academics enter the game. The so-called « modern cryptology » is born

• Diffie Hellman (1977) & RSA (1978)… 40 years after Bell Labs!

• Freedom for cryptography for everyone [EFF]

• First clash between worlds [e.g. Gilmore/EFF vs B. Snow/NSA] about Iraq at
Crypto’92

• Threat switches to a few communist countries to any world citizen equipped with
a computer.
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THE GLOBALIZATION PHASE (2001 – 2012)

• Rise of terrorism and of emerging countries (economic terrorism from US perspective ?).

• Multinationals become the new power to serve the strategic dominance and the private
sphere is the Nation state new weapon

• WTO defines the rules. Technology and services are monopoly of a handful
(Cisco/Huawei, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, Apple, Intel, RIM…).

• Freedom (until 2004) and then back to control more and more… in a more subtle way!

• « Cryptographic freedom » results in block cipher hegemony (mostly AES-256)
everywhere!

• Standardization of minds (ISO27001 and avatars)

• Rise of computers, computer networks, vulnerabilities (or dynamic intended backdoor?),
sophisticated malware, State malware (Magic Lantern, LOPPSI, Bundes Trojan…)

• Rise of the hacker phenomenon (the only existing counterpower nowadays!)
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THE LEGAL PHASE: FROM 2012 TO ….
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• The last step consist in considering that any citizen is potentially

• A criminal or a terrorist or both!

• Mass surveillance transforming democracies into (commercial and political) 
dictatorships.

• New tools:

• Intellectual property regulations [PIPA, SOPA, ACTA and equivalent avatars], 
patent wars (Samsung/Apple, FranceTelecom/Novell…), software patents, war 
of standards…

• Licence agreements (read software licences!)

• Industrial agreements turning into monopolies (Intel/M$ seizure on UEFI…)

• “Cybercriminality” regulations (UE, Patriot act from evil Bush to Busk-light 
Obama…)

• Demonization of hackers (Vupen or CoseInt cases)



THE CASE OF CRYPTOLOGY
One speaking for all others
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CRYPTOLOGY CONTROL

• Who would be so stupid to believe that free, strong and secure cryptography
algorithms would be made widely available to anyone without some some of
control, especially in the context of cold war, of evergrowing terrorism…?

• Cryptology is still under a strong control

• http://rechten.uvt.nl/koops/cryptolaw/

• Almost all G-20 countries have a national regulation regarding cryptology
(use/export) or at least have signed an international regulation

• Without any control, democraty and citizens’ security would be impossible

• The question is: can we accept to sub-contract our cryptographic security to one
single nation

• It must be a national issue, not an international issue (remember Gal de
Gaulle)!
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THE WASSENAAR AGREEMENT

• http://www.wassenaar.org/

• 42 members

• Cryptology is listed in part 5b

• First level of control:

• « Good/fair » countries vs other countries (the rest of the world)
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FRANCE’S APPLICATION OF WASSENAAR

• Loi n° 2004-575 du 21 juin 2004 pour la confiance en l’économie numérique - Titre III
DE LA SÉCURITÉ DANS L’ÉCONOMIE NUMÉRIQUE - Chapitre Ier Moyens et
prestations de cryptologie

• Décret n° 2007-663 du 2 mai 2007 pris pour l’application des articles 30, 31 et 36
de la loi n°2004-575 du 21 juin 2004 pour la confiance dans l’économie numérique et
relatif aux moyens et prestations de cryptologie

• Décret n° 2001-1192 du 13 décembre 2001 relatif au contrôle à l’exportation, à
l’importation et au transfert de biens et technologies à double usage

• Arrêté du 25 mai 2007 définissant la forme et le contenu de déclaration et de
demande d’autorisation d’opérations relatives aux moyens et aux prestations de
cryptologie

• Règlement (CE) n° 428/2009 du Conseil du 5 mai 2009 instituant un régime
communautaire de contrôle des exportations, des transferts, du courtage et du
transit de biens à double usage.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION

• G-8 countries are producing cryptographic algorithms

• National version vs export version

• Cryptology export control office (in France at Prime Minister level; in USA by
NSA; BAWI in Switzerland…)

• Technical upstream control offices

• National algorithms are for national (classified) use only. No foreign algorithm
can be used!

• For NATO countries, very difficult issues to solve (and to maintain) in the context
of interoperability.

• US products and technologies must be used mandatorily (M$, McAfee,
Cisco…) by NATO countries!
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SECOND LEVEL OF CONTROL

• USA vs the rest of the world

• « The power of a country lies in its ability to impose standards »

Bernard Carayon (French MP)

• US Cryptographic standards everywhere despite the wind of cryptographic
freedom!

• During the AES contest, block cipher technology was the only standard
authorized (see further)
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THIRD LEVEL OF CONTROL

• Use the academic world as a scientific backing

• Academic world has been used as smoke screen and scientific hostage

• Complexity/combinatorial issues make any real, operational advances in
cryptanalysis impossible

• What is academically broken is far from being broken operationnally

• Scientific orthodoxy promoted

• Cryptographic algorithms are chosen by the pair {State, Industry} in reality

• About 20 % of cryptology research results only are published (famous
example, differential cryptanalysis)
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IS THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY INDEPENDENT?

• I am sorry but the academic community is under some sort of control as well
(part of the game)

• Program comitees control

• Fashion topics « suggested » by higher levels (e.g. Block ciphers, then
Hash functions)

• Clever exploitation of the « publish or perish » effect

• Control by money

• Research funds (NSF, NSA, FP7…)

• The question is: are you really free to search/publish on any kind of topic?

• Would you authorized to publish real advances in cryptanalysis (e.g. polynomial
factoring method)?
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CRYPTOGRAPHY INDUSTRY AFTER WWII

• Producing countries of crypto:

• UK (Racal), D (Siemens), S (Ericsson), CH (Gretag, Crypto AG), FR
(Sagem, Thales, Matra), SF (Nokia), H…

• Guess which is missing?

• In Switzerland, Crypto AG/Greatag hold more than 90 % of the market (since
1945)

• Almost all countries/organizations (120 in 1995) were buying
cryptomachines for {gvt, mil, diplo,economic} needs except a very few (even
Vatican ☺)

• 1995 The Hans Buehler case changed the cryptologic face of the world.
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The Hans Buehler Case

• Crypto AG's top marketing representative arrested in Teheran in 1992.

• Leaks in the Press (Berlin Club bombing, Chapur Bakhtiar assination in
Paris) by Govt officials that gave hints to Iranian government that
cryptography was probably trapdoored.

• 9 months in Iranian jails

• Reveals the scandal: NSA, BND and others have infiltrated Crypto AG.
Gretag and others to put trapdoors in export versions of cryptomachines
systematically

• Crypto AG example of trapdoor (anonymised example from the late 80s)

• The USA were able to read openly most of the world encrypted traffic
during nearly 45 years

• Consequences: confidence in cryptography industry is severely weakened

• Need for more « transparency »

• Next step prepared from the end of the 60s

• The academic community will be used to play the role of moral/scientific
caution

• Interesting point: from the early 90s a significant number of trapdoored
algorithms were block ciphers!
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THE BLOCK CIPHER MYSTIFICATION
Lose your illusions
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ACTUAL HISTORY
• Mid 60s the concept of Feistel network is born (IBM & NSA)

• 1971 – Lucifer at IBM

• 1973 – Official birth of block ciphers (Feistel’s paper in Scientific American)

• 1973 – DES contest (one candidate, one winner)

• Lucifer becomes DES under NSA requests

• First symmetric algorithm published ever by a Nation state… in the context
of cold war!

• 1976 – Data Encryption Standard

• End of 60s (declassified 1994) – Russian Gost
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DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD

• Used almost everywhere (nota: still in use!)

• Swift, authentication mechanisms…

• Very limited use in the USA

• In fact, the actual standard was not DES but block cipher technology

• Since DES block cipher technology has invaded
{information/system/network} security world

• For sensitive traffics, block cipher technology as it is known is not used!
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BLOCK CIPHER TECHNOLOGY

• Not really new technology. Self-synchronizing, cipher feeback stream ciphers
known from the end of 50s and used for sensitive traffics.

• Very sensitive to channel noise (avalanche criteria effect)

• Emulate stream ciphers but with much overhead compared to real stream
ciphers

• No real security proof except « not publicly broken = secure »

• Once again the scientific community has been manipulated as scientific caution
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BLOCK CIPHER TECHNOLOGY (CONTD)

• The reuse of the key from block to block is a major weakness

• You can transform the cryptanalysis problem to a decoding problem… once
you have identified a bias/flow or you know a trapdoor

• Provable security is a myth. How model/study 2256 sets/functions of 2256

blocks (AES 256)?

• You cannot deal with all combinatorial aspects, all mask values, all
characteristics…(combinatorial nightmare)
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1992 – KEY YEAR

• Publication of Differential cryptanalysis (DF) by E. Biham

• All block ciphers inspired by DES have been more or less efficiently broken

• DES has not been broken surprisingly

• NSA recognized that it knew DF for 20 years (officially).

• Remark: 1992 – 20 = 1972!
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AES CONTEST

• 1997 .- Organized by NIST with the scientific/operational support of NSA

• Rijndael was the winner. From an operational point of view

• Neither the best… nor the worse

• The key point was to impose a block cipher technology!
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HOW TO HIDE TRAPDOOR
A Few Hints
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CONTEXT

• Hiding trapdoor is possible as long as the attacker (the author of the
trapdoor) has a technological/scientific/legal advantage

• Hence the technology of trapdoors is defined by the scientific/technology
context

• Evolves with the context (computing power, scientific level, size of the
academic and/or hacker community…)

• You have to forecast as much as possible what will/can be the evolution 20,
50, 100 years later

• For computing power, it is relatively easy to forecast

• For mathematical research it is a little bit more difficult, except if you
control/organize research to your benefit.

• The hacker dimension is a new problem: difficult to forecast and model
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PRE-HISTORY: FROM 1945 TO 1977

• No academic community

• Algorithms in hardware not in software (crypto devices)

• Not publishing the design was sufficient

• Technical documentations provided mathematically obfuscated
description of the algorithm only

• The Crypto AG case.
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MODERN CRYPTOLOGY: 1977 - NOW

• Reverse-engineering techniques

• Software (IDA Pro)

• Hardware (Starbug/Nohl, Mifare & others)

• Hacking & reconstruction techniques (S. Munaut on Thuraya)

• Keeping cryptographic design secret is non sense!
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MODERN CRYPTOLOGY: 1977 – NOW (CONTD)
• Hide trapdoors in protocols’ upper layer

• RC4/Wep? GSM? TCP/IP?...

• And eventually claim for developpers’ mistake/incompetence when
identified/exploited

• Industry used as another protection screen

• Vulnerabilities are ideal backdoor since they change regurlarly!

• Exploit users’ misuse (reuse of the key)

• Office encryption (up to M$ Office 2003)?

• Hackers/academics are able to detect most of them

• Use sophisticated malware and dynamic (system level) trapdoor (CanSecWest
2011).
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MODERN CRYPTOLOGY: 1977 – NOW (CONTD)
• In most cases, forensics aspects enable to retrieve the secret key very quickly

(in RAM, HD)

• But you need to have access to the computer and/or the application

• How to manage encrypted traffics (wiretapping/eavesdropping)?

• One solution is key escrowing (RIM/Blackberry)

• The other solution is mathematical trapdoors (one to tie them up all!)

• Statistical testing: standardization of minds

• FIPS 140 and NIST STS has become THE testing standard

• Easy to bypass (test simulability). A few countries have developped their
own (secret) statistical testing methods
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DESIGN TRANSFORMATION

• Consider a secret « starting » algebra A in which you design your algorithm with
trapdoor ET

• Use a oneway transformation S from A to the Boolean algebra F2

• Computing E = S(ET) is computationally easy.

• Computing ET from E is computationally untractable

• E exhibits all desirable cryptographic properties

• The trapdoor can be detected/used only in A

• Many interesting PhD research topics! ☺

• DeBlock Projet about to be launched in 2013 (financial support pending) in my
lab!

• Combinatorial trapdoor framework for block cipher.
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CONCLUSION
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CONCLUSION
• We cannot keep stuck on naive/angelic views

• IT/Security technologies (design, products…) should remain a strategic, national
issue!

• Do not lose our national scientific capability

• Keep away from scientific orthodoxy and « scientific standards »

• Every country should have a strong, independent academic community
working with the State and the Industry

• International/academic standards are neither a fatality nor a doom!

• Being very pessimistic about the scientific community independence and ability,
the hacker community is likely/bound to be the new dimension for Nation States

• Developing and maintaining a large hacker community must become a
national issue and strategy!
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CONCLUSION: HOW TO RESIST
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• The future and the power must be in citizens’ hands.

• You will have to choose between your liberty and your security

• Stop to succumb to commercial sirens (Google, Apple, M$...)

• http://www.prism-break.org

• Use Linux, Firefox, Thunderbird, Exalead or Yaci…

• The future will be what you want it to be: 

It is not a technical issue but a society issue



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Thanks you for listening
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